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Iain F Anderson
Manuscripts and typescripts of notes and articles, ca.1949-56, by Iain F Anderson, mainly relating to Scottish history and topography.

1. ‘We Scots’ – annotated typescript of an article
2. ‘Scotland’s Story’ – manuscript of history of Scotland up to James II
3. Manuscript notes on Scotland
4. Manuscript notes on Scotland, classified under various headings
5. Notes on Scotland – Forth and Clyde Canal, Orkney and Shetland – manuscript and typescript
6. Typescripts of talks and lectures:
   ‘Scotland and the Tourist’
   ‘A Scot in Norway’, 1955
   Talk on Denmark, 1955
   ‘A cross-section of Scottish Music’
   ‘Scotland in Films’
7. ‘Danish Town’ – typescript of a diary, November 1949
8. Miscellaneous manuscript notes, including draft of a play entitled ‘Death to Dancetime’